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Abstract. In this note, we construct (assuming the G.C.H.) a countably

generated cardinal preserving complete Boolean algebra of cardinality «u+2-

1. The problem. Throughout the paper we assume that the reader is

familiar with basic properties of complete Boolean algebras and with basic

facts about the method of forcing and Boolean valued models (see e.g. [3]).

A complete Boolean algebra (cBa) is countably generated, if there exists a

countable set X c B (of generators) such that B is the least complete

subalgebra of B that includes X.

A theorem of Gaifman-Hales [1], [2] shows that for any cardinal number k,

there exists a countably generated cBa B of cardinality |7?| > k. In fact, every

cBa can be embedded in a countably generated cBa (Kripke [5]).

The algebra constructed in the proof of the Gaifman-Hales Theorem, and

all subsequent related constructions [6], [5], [4], have the property that the

corresponding Boolean valued model collapses cardinals; one constructs a

cBa B of size k and the ordinals below k (or even k itself) become countable

in VB.

Thus it is natural that we address ourselves to the question whether it is

possible to construct a countably generated cBa of arbitrarily large cardinal-

ity without collapsing cardinals in VB.

Definition. A complete Boolean algebra B is cardinal preserving if for

every cardinal number k, [ic is a cardinal]]s = 1.

Below, we give a construction of a countably generated cardinal preserving

cBa of cardinality xu+2 (the largest cardinality I can do). The method is a

modification of Solovay's almost disjoint forcing. The general problem,

existence of arbitrarily large c.g.c.p.c.B.a. remains open.

2. The theorem. Assume the generalized continuum hypothesis. There is a

countably generated cardinal preserving complete Boolean algebra B such that

\B\ = K+2-

3. The proof. The method is basically the almost disjoint forcing of

Solovay. Thus from now on we assume familiarity with the construction [4,

§2]. We construct a set of forcing conditions P such that the associated cBa

B = r.o. P is (a) countably generated, (b) cardinal preserving, and (c) of

cardinality Ka+2.
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To begin with, we review Solovay's method of coding a subset of to, by a

generic subset of to.

Let 911 G 91 be models of ZFC such that u^ = wf1 and let A be a subset
of this to,, A G 91 (possibly A G- 9H). Then there is x G w, generic over 91,

such that ,4 G <3It[x].

The generic set x is obtained as follows: Let Y = {ya: a < ux] be a family

of almost disjoint infinite subsets of to, y G 911. (Almost disjoint means that

y a H y& Is finite whenever a =£ ß.) The forcing conditions are chosen as to

produce a set x c to such that

(3.1) A = {a < ux: x n ya is finite}.

The set of forcing conditions PA is defined as follows:

p G PA iff/) = (/, t) where

(i) /is a 0-1-function whose domain is a finite subset of w
(3.2) v'

(ii) t is a finite subset of A.

(/,/)<(/', o iff

(i)/' C/>

(3.3) (ii) f C r;

if j - {/:/(') = 1} ands' = {/:/'(') = 1} then

(iii) s' D ya = s n ya for all a G t.

If G is an 91 -generic subset of P., and

(3.4) x = {/ < to: 3 (/, t) G G such that/(/) = 1},

then

G = {(/, t): if s = {/:/(/') = 1}, then 5 is an initial segment of x,

and x n ya = s n ya for all a G t),

and we have 91 [x] = %[G]. An elementary forcing argument shows that x

satisfies (3.1) and the models 91 and 91 [x] have the same cardinals (see [4]).

The latter assertion holds in view of (PA, <) satisfying the countable chain

condition.

The above construction can obviously be generalized to higher cardinals, in

particular when n0 is replaced by N„.

Let « > 0 and let 9H G 91 be models with same cardinals < Nn+1,

assume that 91 = 2""-' = n„ and let A be a subset of to„+1 (i.e. u^x). Let

(y^n): a<to„+1>G91tbea family of subsets of un such that |y¿n)| = xn for

each a, and \y^n) n y^n)\ < N„ whenever a ^ ß. (It is well known that a

family of K„ + , "almost disjoint" subsets of «„ exists if 2""-' = N„.) Given

A Gun + X, A G 91, let Pj"   be the following set of forcing conditions:

p(n) g pW iff^pi«) = (yto ,<»)) where

¡.5)        (i)/    is a 0-1-function on a subset of o>n, and |dom/*n'| < N„,

ill) /      (Z -^»   *        \ N„.
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(fi"\tM)<(f¡"\t\">)if

(i)f¡n)QfM,

(ii)i,n)ç tM,

(iii) if*00 = {i:fM(i) = 1} andi["'= {i:fxM(i) = 1},

then s\n)n yin)= sM n y(an) for ail a G tM.

If Gn is an 91 -generic subset of Pj¡"\ and

(3.7) *»-{/< «V 3(/(n), >(n)) e G„ such that/<">(0 = 1},

then 91 [x ] = 91 [G ]. The same argument as in [4] shows that

(3.8) A = {a<<o„+1: |x„ n ^n)|< «„}.

Since 2"--' = N„ in 91, P}n) satisfies the Nn+1-chain condition; moreover,

every descending sequence of conditions of length < N„ has a lower bound

and so 91 [x] and 91 have same subsets of xn_x. Thus 91 and 9l[xJ have

the same cardinals.

We are now ready to construct a set of forcing conditions P such that

B = r.o.F satisfies (a), (b) and (c).

Let us fix, for every n, a family

(3.9) 0-in):«<"n+1>

of subsets of (o„ such that \y^n) n yjfi\ < xn iff a ¥= ß-

The set P consists of all sequences

(3.10) p = <p(n): n < <o>

such that eachp(n) = (f("\ i(n)) where

(i)/(n) is a 0-1-function on a subset of wn and |dom/(n)| < N„,

(3.11) (ü)|W.C«VM.|eö[;<*».

(iii) lwCi<'+" where   ¿(n+1) = {/ < wn+1:/(n+1)(0 = 1}.

A condition p = </»(n): « < w> is stronger than 17 = <t7(n): /1 < to>, p < q, if

p(") <¡   q(n) m pW   for every „ ^see p 6^

Let G be a generic subset of P (over the universe V). If we denote, for

n < co,

(3.12) G„ = [pM:p G G),

then formula (3.7) defines subsets xn c w„, for all «. A routine argument (cf.

(3.4.0)) shows that V[G] = V[(xn: n < «>].

For every n, let F>" denote the set of allp G P such that P(k) = (0, 0) for

all k < n, and let

(3.13) G>n = G n F>".

It is clear that F[G>n] and V have exactly the same subsets of co„, and

therefore the same cardinals < x„+1. Also, V[G>n] t= 2K* = Kk + X for all

Â: < n.

In K[G>n], consider the set of forcing conditions T*]"* (see (3.5)), where
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A = xn+1. It follows from condition (3.11)(iii) that

(3.14) G„ is a V[ G >n]-generic subset of PQ,

(3.15) K[G>n-']= V[G>"][Gn],

and

(3.16) ?>""'«  p>" */><">.
■«11+1

(Here P * Q denotes the iterated forcing: first P and then Q.) From (3.8) and

»034      (3.14) we get

(3.17) xn+x G V[xn],

and, by iterating (3.15) and (3.16), we have

(3.18) V[G] = V[G>"][Gn][Gn_x]-..[G0]

and

(3.19) P «  P>n * P£>, * P<*-x) *  ■ • •   * Pj®.

By iteration of (3.17) we obtain

(3.20) V[G]=V[x0].

Let B = T.o.P, and let x0 be the canonical name for x0 in VB. Since x0 c w,

equation (3.20) proves that VB satisfies that the universe is obtained from V

by adjoining a subset Xq of to. Let X = {[« G x0] : « G to}, and let Bx be the

complete subalgebra of B generated by X. Bx is countably generated and

^[•Knl = V[G n &x\ f°r any gene"c ultrafilter on B (see, e.g., [3, Lemma

69]). Thus by (3.20), V[G] = V[G n Bx] for all G. Using a lemma of
Vopénka (see [7, p. 232]), it follows that the atomless part of B is isomorphic

to the atomless part of Bx. Since B is atomless, it is itself isomorphic to a

countably generated algebra and therefore B is countably generated.

To show that B preserves cardinals we argue as follows: First we show that

each N„ is preserved: We use (3.19). Forcing via P can be viewed as iterated

forcing, and each step in the iteration (3.19) preserves N„.

Therefore all N„'s are preserved, and so is Nu. Also, Ku+1 is preserved: If it

were not, then it would have in V[G] the cofinality of some N„. Using (3.19)

again we see that Nu+1 has cofinality > N„ in V[G>n], and the remaining

steps in the iteration (3.19) preserve cofinality > N„ (the chain condition).

Finally, since \P\ = n"° = Nu+1, all cardinals > Ku+2 are preserved.

It remains to show that \B\ = xu+2. Since |.P| = Nu+1, we have |£| < 2"»+1

= Nu+2- To show that \B\ > Ka+2, it suffices to find a pairwise incompatible

W g P of size Nw+1. For every «, take N„ pairwise incompatible 0-1-functions

/(n) whose domains are subsets of u>„ of size < n„ and let W be the set of all

possible p = <p(n): n < u>) where p(n) = (/(n), 0). Clearly, W is pairwise

incompatible and \W\ = Nu+,.

Thus B has properties (a), (b), (c).

Postscript. Lev Bukovsky informs me that he has obtained a similar

result, using a slightly different construction. He moreover observes that the

algebra is totally nonhomogeneous.
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